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No single property can be used for assessing the fire hazards of chemical substances

and materials; different methods use different fire hazard properties in their assess-

ment. On the other hand, current methodologies and classification systems usually

use linguistic variables corresponding to specific range of values, for the classification

of different hazards. Moreover, many uncertainties are present in the assessment of

industrial hazards or industrial accidents consequences.

In this paper, a new approach for the rapid assessment and relative ranking of

the hazards of chemical substances, as well as units and installations, is presented.

This approach is based on employing a multi-criteria decision-making technique

(the Analytic Hierarchy Process) for the hazard assessment of substances and instal-

lations. The multi-criteria approach aims in the better incorporation of the different

properties or parameters in hazard assessment. This approach is also based on

fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic is considered better for dealing both with linguistic variables

and uncertainties.

A number of Indices have been developed, based on the proposed method-

ology and are presented: the ‘Substance Fire Hazard Index’, (SFHI), which is

focused on the major-accident hazards of the substances, and the ‘Consequences

Index’, (CI), for the assessment of the consequences potential of an accident at the

facility. The challenges and limitations of using the multi-criteria approach for the

development of such indices are also discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
The management of risks resulting from industrial activities constitutes one of the bigger
challenges chemical industry faces nowadays. A first step for the management of risks is
hazard identification and assessment, which requires systematic and methodical study and
analysis of the hazards. For this purpose, a wide range of hazard identification and assess-
ment techniques has been developed. Among them are relative assessment and ranking
techniques[1,2,3]. These techniques are aiming at the assessment of hazards and threats,
without the commitment of many resources, in manpower and time. The most known
and widespread techniques of this kind are Dow ‘Fire & Explosion Index’[4] and ICI
‘Mond’ index[5], which are widely used for the rapid hazard assessment of installations
that use hazardous substances. A number of similar indices have been proposed for the
case of toxic[6,7], ecotoxic[8] and reactive substances[9]. Recent developments in this
field include, among other, indices developed by F.I. Khan and colleagues[10,11,12], or
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indices focused on Inherent Safety[13,14,15]. Tixtier et al[16] have recently presented a col-
lection and comparative analysis of 62 hazard and risk analysis methodologies, including
many indices, relative assessment and ranking techniques.

‘No single fire hazard property, such as flash point or ignition temperature, should
be used to describe or appraise the fire hazard or fire risk of a material, product, assembly,
or system under actual fire conditions’[17]. Moreover ‘there is no single parameter which
defines flammability, but some which are relevant are: a) flash point, b) flammability
limits, c) auto-ignition temperature, d) ignition energy and e) burning velocity’[18]. ‘The
fire hazard properties may be used as elements of a fire risk assessment only when such
assessment takes into account all of the factors that are pertinent to the evaluation of
the fire hazard of a given situation.’[17] Different methods, tools, codes, legislation require-
ments, guidelines,[19,20], etc, use varying sets of fire hazard properties to access the fire
hazards of chemical substances. Such properties included, for example, are the above
mentioned parameters, outlined by F.P. Lees[18], or those described in NFPA 325 Guide
to Fire Hazards Properties of Flammable Liquids, Gasses & Volatile Solids[17],
namely: flash point, ignition temperature, flammable (explosive) limits, specific gravity
(relative density), vapour density, boiling point, melting point, water solubility.

The scope of this paper is to introduce a newmethodology for developing safety-related
indices, aimed at the relative ranking and comparative assessment of hazardous substances,
hazardous installations, units, or processes. The proposed methodology views the issue of rela-
tive assessment and ranking as a multi-criteria decision-making problem; therefore aims in
incorporating the different decision criteria in the assessment. For the incorporation of the
different criteria or parameters in the calculation of the developed indices, a multi-criteria
analysis technique, Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)[21], has been employed. Furthermore,
the development of the proposed methodology was also based on fuzzy logic concepts.

Based on the proposed methodology two indices, the ‘Substance Fire Hazard Index’,
SFHI, and the ‘Consequences Index’, CI, have been development and are presented, in order
to demonstrate the application of the methodology. SFHI is proposed as a tool for the rela-
tive ranking and comparative assessment of hazardous substances, according to their fire
hazard properties. The proposed index is focused on estimating the fire hazards of the sub-
stances related to accidents that could take place at installations that use, process, produce, or
store hazardous substances. The calculation of the proposed index is based on a total of 15
hazardous properties. The ‘Consequences Index’, CI, is introduced as a tool for the ranking
of industrial facilities and units that use hazardous substances, according to the magnitude of
the possible consequences, posed on the installation as well as the natural and human
environment around it, from a possible accident at the installation. The proposed method-
ology could also be used for the development of similar indices, based on any organization’s
need and views. Also the proposed indices could be modified by any user to include their
own priorities, or decision environment.

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 principles of fuzzy sets theory are
presented; in section 3 Analytic Hierarchy Process is described; in section 4 the proposed
methodology is outlined. In Sections 5 and 6 the developed indices based on the proposed
methodology are presented. Finally, in Section 7, some conclusions are presented.
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FUZZY SETS CONCEPTS
Fuzzy Sets theory was introduced by L. Zadeh in 1965[22] to deal with imprecision, uncer-
tainty and vagueness that are inherent in many ‘real world’ problems[23]. Since then, there
have been many successful applications of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic, including chemical
process safety and assessment related issues, as described, for example, in refs.[24–31].
In this section, some basic concepts of fuzzy sets are presented. More details on fuzzy
sets and fuzzy logic can be found in refs.[23,32–35].

Central point in fuzzy sets theory is the notion of membership. In classic sets, an
element may or may not belong to a given set. In fuzzy sets, an element may belong to
a set up to some degree, called degree of membership, which takes values between 0
and 1. Among the fuzzy sets that are of more importance, those that their membership
functions can be represented by parameterizable mathematical functions are included.
Known as ‘fuzzy numbers’, such fuzzy sets allow the performance of arithmetic oper-
ations. Most common shapes of fuzzy numbers, which are also used in this work, are
triangular and trapezoid fuzzy numbers.

Fuzzy numbers can be used effectively to describe Linguistic Variables, such as
‘very tall’, ‘tall’[21]; furthermore, they can be used for handling qualitative data
(e.g. ‘slightly soluble’, etc.). In existing hazard classification systems, the levels, classes
or categories of the various hazardous properties of chemical substances are usually deter-
mined with the use of intervals that are defined by ‘crisp’ boundaries. For example, accord-
ing to NFPA 704[36], a substance (e.g. gasoline) with flash point 2438C has Fire Hazard
Rating ‘4’. The same rating applies to a substance with flash point 138C (e.g. Ethanol),
while, a substance with flash point 328C (e.g. Xylene), has Fire Hazard Rating ‘3’ and
Kerosene, with flash point 37,88C, has Fire Hazard Rating ‘2’.

As it will be described later on, fuzzy linguistic variables have been used in the
development of the proposed index, for describing the various levels, classes or categories
of each hazardous property, and also in the development of utility functions for assigning
penalty values to each hazardous property.
AHP: AN OUTLINE
Multi-criteria decision models are receiving increasing attention in dealing with complex
problems issues. The use of decision-making tools, among them Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP), has been suggested for the assessment of chemical accident hazards[37–38].
AHP, developed by T.L. Saaty in late 70s[21], is designed to deal with complex
decision-making problems involving multiple criteria, in a wide range of application
fields[39]. It can be used for ranking decision alternatives, based on a set of parameters
that are taken into account in the assessment. The assessment and ranking of fire
hazards of chemical substances, facilities that use produce or store hazardous substances,
process units, etc, can be viewed as such a complex problem, with multiple parameters
involved; various substances, facilities, process or units can be viewed as decision alterna-
tives. AHP allows for intangible and quantitative factors to be successfully involved in
the assessment process. It has been employed in fire safety assessment of buildings and
3
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structures[40–42], in process selection, as well as safety issues[43–45]. As it has been
mentioned already, no single fire hazard property can be used to describe or appraise
the fire hazards or risks of materials; therefore AHP is suitable for incorporating different
parameters in the assessment.

Two major steps can be distinguished in the procedure: First, structuring the
problem under consideration in a hierarchical form. This involves ‘decomposition’ of
the problem into components, namely the identification of the parameters that are con-
sidered as relevant, as well as the organization of these parameters in groups and sub-
groups, which are then linked in a hierarchical manner. This results in forming the
Hierarchy, the hierarchical structure that is representative of the analysis of the specific
problem. The lowest level of the Hierarchy is constituted by the alternatives, or, in the
‘ratings’ mode, by the parameters that are employed in the assessment. This mode is suit-
able in cases of large number of alternatives or in the case of development of a general
index. In this case, the assessment is performed in a spreadsheet manner, where for
each parameter a Weight Factor is assigned and for the different alternatives, relevant
Penalty Factors that represent the magnitude of each parameter are assigned.

Second step is the assignment of weights to each parameter or factor of the problem.
This is done though pair-wise comparative judgments among all parameters that belong to
the same group or sub-group. The parameters are compared in respect to their importance,
likelihood or preference, depending on the nature of the problem under consideration. The
pair-wise comparisons are performed by an expert, or group of experts, capturing their
knowledge, expertise or understanding, which are incorporated in the final results. To
compare parameter ith with parameter jth, the decision-maker assigns a linguistic value
aij, which corresponds to a numeric value, an integer in the range 1–9. The meaning of
each value on the scale is presented in Table 1.

Pair-wise comparisons of all elements within each group or subgroup form an n � n
matrix, A. Rows and columns of the pair-wise comparisons matrix are the n elements of the
respective group or sub-group. The local priorities vector on the group’s or subgroup’s
elements is elicited from the eigen-vector that corresponds to the maximum eigenvalue
of matrix A. The synthesis of the local priorities of all levels results to the weight
vector of the priorities of all parameters taken into account.

One important advantage of AHP is the consistency check, which provides an
indication of the consistency among the pair-wise judgments. One of its disadvantages,
Table 1. The pair-wise comparisons scheme used in AHP

aij ¼ 1 The two parameters are equally important (likely/preferred, etc . . . )

3 parameter i is weakly more important than parameter j.

5 parameter i is strongly more important than parameter j.

7 parameter i is very strongly more important than parameter j.

9 parameter i is absolutely more important than parameter j.

2,4,6,8 interval values between to adjacent choices.
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on the other hand, is its inability to deal with problems that cannot be represented by a
strict hierarchical structure, namely when there are interconnections or interdependencies
among parameters or elements of different subgroups of the same or different levels. For
dealing with this problem, an extension of AHP, the Analytic Network Process, ANP, has
been introduced[46]. ANP allows for feedback among different elements to be taken into
account in the ranking of the alternatives. Nevertheless, the number of alternatives
cannot exceed a threshold (7–9), because of the size of the ‘Supermatrix’ that is formed.

A final step, assigning Penalty Factors representative of the value of the respective
parameter under consideration, is also included when the assessment is performed using
the ‘ranking’ mode and not the pair-wise comparisons among the alternatives. The pro-
cedure developed in the proposed methodology for assigning Penalty Factors is described
later in this paper.
THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The development of the proposed methodology for the relative assessment and ranking of
hazardous substances and facilities that use, produce or store hazardous substances was
based on the above-mentioned approach. Each index based on the proposed methodology
is constructed, first by determining the criteria – parameters taken into account in the cal-
culation and then, by organizing them in a hierarchical manner. This leads to the develop-
ment of the Hierarchy and, through pairwise comparisons among all elements belonging to
the same group or subgroup at all levels of the hierarchical structure, to the assignment of
relative weights, Wj, to each parameter. Finally, a penalty factor, Pj, is assigned to
each parameter. The combination of the Weight Factors and the respective Penalties for
each parameter provides the total value of the relative ranking for the element under
consideration:

IS ¼
X

j

WjP
S
j (1)

where, Wj is the Weight factor of the j Parameter, and Pj
S is the Performance measure, or

Penalty factor, attributed to the jth Parameter.
The respective steps for the development of the proposed indices are outlined as

following:

a) Determination of the criteria — parameters taken into account in the index calculation.
b) Procedure for the determination of the Weight factor, Wj, of the jth criterion —

parameter, and
c) Development of utility functions (or value functions) for the calculation of the

Performance measure (or Penalty), Pj
S, attributed to the j criterion — parameter for

the Sth substance/facility.

Following in the next sections the above-mentioned steps are presented in more detail.
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THE PROPOSED ‘SUBSTANCE FIRE HAZARD INDEX’
The proposed ‘Substance Fire Hazard Index’, SFHI, is introduced as a tool for the relative
ranking and comparative assessment of hazardous substances, according to their fire
hazard properties. The calculation of the proposed index is based on a total of 15 proper-
ties, which include fire hazard properties, physical properties, special hazard properties
and burning properties of chemical substances. The proposed index is focused on the esti-
mating the fire hazards that are related to accidents that could take place at installations
that use, process, produce, or store hazardous substances.

The steps that have been followed for the development of the Substance Fire Hazard
Index, are presented in more detail.
FIRE HAZARD PROPERTIES TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT
First stage in the development of the proposed SFHI, was the determination of the fire
hazard properties that would be taken into account in the development and calculation
of the index. For their determination, all relevant substance properties related to this beha-
vior of chemical substances under conditions of an accident were recorded. Those to be
incorporated in calculation of the Substance Fire Hazard Index, 15 in total, were then
selected. For the determination of those properties, the following sources were taken
into account.

Chemical substances classification and labeling systems: Globally Harmonized
System for the Clas-sification and Labeling of Chemicals–GHS[47]; Hazardous chemicals
legislation: US. DOT Hazardous Materials Regulations[48], E.U. ‘Seveso’ Directive[49];
Codes, guides and guidelines: NFPA 30[50], NFPA 325[17], NFPA 49[19], CCPS, Guide-
lines for Engineering Design for Process Safety[20], US.EPA, Hand-book of Chemical
Hazard Analysis Procedures[51]; risk evaluation models[52]; fire safety literature[53–56].

Properties identified and selected were classified in groups and subgroups, as
presented in Table 2.
DETERMINATION OF WEIGHTING FACTORS, Wj

Second stage in the development of the proposed index was development of the procedure
for the determination of the weights for each parameter/property taken into account in the
index calculation. For each Parameter, Ij, a Weighting Factor Wj has to be ascribed. For the
determination of the Weighting Factors, Analytic Hierarchy Process has been employed.
First step in the implementation of AHP, as it has already been described, is the develop-
ment of the Hierarchy, the hierarchical structure, which represents the problem under
consideration. The Hierarchical structure developed and used is shown in Figure 1.
Then the user of the proposed index will have to perform the pair-wise comparisons
among all elements of each subgroup, also shown in Figure 1, at all levels of the hierarchy,
in order to elicit the weights of the parameters, according to his/her own perception and
understanding of the problem.
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Table 2. Hazard properties taken into account in substance fire hazard

index calculation

1. Fire Hazard Properties 2. Special Hazards

1.a. Flash Point 2.a. Explosives

1.b. Ignition Temperature 2.b. Self Reactive

1.c. Flammability Limits 2.c. Self Heating

1.c.i. Lower Flammability

Limit (LFL)

1.c.ii. Flammability Range

2.d. Water reactivity

2.e. Oxidizing

2.f. Organic Peroxides

3. Physical Properties 4. Burning Properties

3.a. Boiling point, 4.a. Heat of Combustion DHC.

3.b. Vapor density,

3.c. Specific gravity,

3.d. Water solubility,

3.e. Vapor pressure

SYMPOSIUM SERIES No. 150 # 2004 IChemE
The volume of the pair-wise comparisons produces the ‘local’ weights or priorities,
which are then synthesized to produce the final Weight Factors, Wj, of the parameters. For
performing these calculations and for developing the hierarchy, a software program,
‘Expert Choice 2000’[57], has been used.
Figure 1. Hierarchical structure of the Hazard Properties taken into account in SFHI

calculation

7
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ASSIGNMENT OF PENALTIES, Pj
S

Third stage in the development of the proposed index was development of the procedure
for assigning Penalty Factors, Pj

S, to the parameters (hazardous properties), Ij, taken into
account in the calculation of the index. The development of this procedure was based
on fuzzy logic, as well as on AHP. These Penalty Factors are representative of the
value Tj

S, of the respective hazardous property Ij, for the Sth substance or material
under consideration. For the assignment of Penalty Factors a ‘Utility Function’ (or
value function) has been developed of for each one of the parameters taken into
account. The steps of the procedure for the development of the Utility Functions are
outlined as following:

(i) Development of Linguistic Variables for each parameter-property.
(ii) Assignment of a weight factor to each Linguistic Value that composes the Linguis-

tic Variable.
(iii) Calculation of the Penalty Factor.

Development of Linguistic Variables for each parameter-property
The various hazardous properties taken into account in the calculation of the proposed
index have been described as a set of Linguistic Variables, which represent the various
levels, classes or categories of the hazardous properties of chemical substances. These
classes are usually determined with the use of intervals that are defined by ‘crisp’
boundaries; examples are provided in the following tables. The Linguistic values that
compose each Linguistic Variable were then represented as triangular or trapezoid
fuzzy numbers. In order to develop the Linguistic Variables and the Linguistic values
of each Variable, all major classification systems for each property were examined
and their levels, classes or categories, as well the crisp boundaries of each such level,
class or category, were recorded. Different classification systems may use different
number of classes, or these classes may correspond to different values or value intervals;
even different definitions of hazardous properties are being used. Based on these record-
ings, the Linguistic values of each Variable were determined, and then the fuzzy
numbers that represent each value. For example, for the property ‘Flammability’
which depends mainly of Flash Point, the following classes for the classification of flam-
mable liquids are determined in two major classification systems, GHS[47] and NFPA 30,
1996 ed.[50].

Based on the above-mentioned classification systems, codes, etc, 5 levels, or
classes, for ‘Flammability’ where developed for use in the proposed index. These
classes where then described as triangular or trapezoid fuzzy numbers, fnk. Both are
presented in Table 4 and pictured in the Figure 2.

Introducing the value Tj
S of the property Ij of the substance S in the above diagram,

produces the membership degree, mj
k, of the specific value to each one of the fuzzy linguis-

tic terms. The degrees of membership belong to the interval [0,1] (0 � mj
k
� 1), and are

used for the determination of the Penalty Factor that corresponds to the specific value
Tj

S, as it will be described in the following paragraphs.
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Table 3. ‘Flammability’ classes in NFPA 30 and GHS

GHS NFPA 30

Class Limits Class Limits

Flammable

1 B.P. ¼,358C. I A F.P.,22,88C & BP,37,88C
2 B.P. .358C & F.P. . 238C. I B F.P.,22,88C & B.P..37,8C
3 B.P. .358C & 238 C I C 22,88C , F.P. , 37,88C

,F.P. 37,88C Combustible

4 608C , F.P. , 938C II 37,88C , F.P. , 608C
III A 608C , F.P. , 938C
III B F.P..938C
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Assignment of a weight factor to each Linguistic Value that composes the

Linguistic Variable
Next step for the development of the procedure for assigning the Penalty Factors Pj

S, is the
assignment of a weight factor, wk, to each linguistic value, k, of each Linguistic Variable.
For this purpose AHP was also employed, through pairwise comparisons among all
linguistic values, based on their relative importance. The weight factors, wk, assigned to
the linguistic values, k, of the Linguistic Variable ‘Flash Point’, are presented in Table 5.

Calculation of the Penalty Factor
The Penalty Factor, Pj

S, is calculated through the combination of the membership
degrees, mj

k, of the property value, Tj
S, for the Sth substance, to each linguistic value,

and the weight factors, wk, of each linguistic value. This combination is performed
using the following relation:

P S
j ¼

P
k mS

jk � w
j
kP

k mS
jk

(2)
Table 4. Class descriptions, boundaries and fuzzy numbers for ‘flammability’

Class

Description

E.F.: Extremely

Flammable

V.F.: Very

Flammable

F.:

Flammable

S.F.: Slightly

Flammable

C.:

Combustible

Flash Point

boundaries

(8C)

,23 23–35 35–60 60–90 .90

Fuzzy

number fnk

[220,220,

27,23]

[27,23,35] [23,35,60] [35,60,90] [60,90,

100,100]
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Figure 2. Fuzzy number describing the linguistic terms of the Linguistic Value ‘Flash Point’
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where, w
j
k is the weight factor of the k linguistic value, mS

jk is the membership degree of the
property value, Tj

S, for the Sth substance, and k is the kth linguistic value of the jth property.
This procedure, called ‘defuzzification’, results to the transformation of the mem-

bership grades to a ‘normal’, or crisp, number. The technique employed is called
‘center-of-maximum’ method[32]. It is one of the simplest, with minimum complexity in
its calculations.

After calculating all penalty factors that correspond to each property value, Tj
S, that

belongs to the set of values of the given property, the diagram of the ‘Utility Function’ can
be generated. Penalty factors belong to the interval [0,1]. The Utility Function for ‘Flash
Point’ is presented in the Figure 3. The procedure for the development of Utility Functions
is in accordance he one proposed by Apostola-kis and his colleagues[72,73,74]. The above-
mentioned procedure has been repeated for all the hazardous properties taken into account
in the calculation of the proposed index. In cases of hazardous properties that do not have a
continuous set of values, but use discreet levels or classes (e.g. reacting with water:
Table 5. Weight factors wk, assigned to the linguistic values k of the Linguistic Variable

‘Flash Point’

linguistic

value, k

E.F.: Extremely

Flammable

V.F.: Very

Flammable

F.:

Flammable

S.F.: Slightly

Flammable

C.:

Combustible

Weight factor, wk 0.480 0.323 0.119 0.050 0.028
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Figure 3. Utility Function for the Linguistic Value ‘Flash Point’
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‘violently’, ‘reacting’, ‘slowly’, ‘not reacting’), no Utility Function can be developed. In
such cases, a standard Penalty Factor was pre-assigned to each hazardous property level.
CALCULATION OF THE INDEX
The ‘Substance Fire Hazard Index’ for the S substance is calculated from the following
equation:

SFHIS ¼
X

j

WjP
S
j (3)

where, Wj is the Weight factor of the j Property, and P S
j is the Performance measure, or

Penalty factor, attributed to the jth Property for the S substance.
THE PROPOSED ‘CONSEQUENCES INDEX’
The proposed ‘Consequences Index’ is introduced as a tool for the ranking of industrial
units and installations that use, produce or store flammable and toxic substances, based
on accident consequence analysis. Units and installations are classified according to the
‘Consequences Potential’ each one represents. As ‘Consequences Potential’ is defined
the total of the consequences to Human Health, Environment and Property, that are
possible to be caused by an accident at the installation.

The calculation of the Index is based on the 21 Consequences Categories (CCs) that
have been identified. For each CCj, a Weighting Factor, Wj, has been assigned. For the
determination of the Weighting Factors, AHP has been employed. A Penalty Factor, Pij,
is attributed to each CCj, for each ith installation. This factor represents the calculated,
11
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or estimated, extent of the expected possible damages from an accident at the installation,
related to each CC. The assignment of these values is based either on calculation tools, or
estimation. For the calculation of the Penalty Factors, a ‘Utility Function’, involving fuzzy
sets theory and AHP, has been developed.

For the development of the Consequences Index the following steps where
followed.
DETERMINATION OF CONSEQUENCES CATEGORIES, CCs
All possible consequences related to this kind of accidents were recorded and those to
be incorporated in calculation of the Consequences Index, 21 in total, were deter-
mined. For their determination, a number of sources where taken into account.
These include:

† Consequence Categories incorporated into other similar indices and ranking tools, for
example: the MARS scale (Accident Gravity scale)[58], the ‘Bradford disaster
scale’[58], the ‘Swiss scale’[58], and its fuzzy sets variation[58, 59, 60].

† OECD CARAT Risk Assessment Process Hierarchy. (Element I, 1.2-Identification of
subjects of concern)[61].

† Consequence Categories incorporated in legislative requirements and associated
technical guidance documents: E.U. ‘Seveso II’ Directive[62]: Guidance on the prep-
aration of a safety report[63], MARS[64, 65] and SPIRS[66]; US EPA Risk
Management Program[67]: RMP Guidance for Offsite Consequence Analysis,
Chapter 11: Estimating Offsite Receptors[68].

The parameters identified and selected were classified in Consequence Categories
(CCs) and then in groups and subgroups. The groups, subgroups and Categories of
Consequences are presented in Figure 4 and Table 7. Consequence Categories (C.C.s),
are analyzed as following.

Consequences to human health
Four population categories have been identified:

B Workers at the installation: They are aware and informed of the hazards, they are
trained to respond to incidents and accidents, and they have personal protective equip-
ment, as well as fire fighting equipment, at their disposal.

B Neighbors: not trained, but informed about what they should do in case of emergency.
B Special population categories include: children in schools, patients in hospitals, people

in jails, and other sensitive population categories, around the installation. All of them
are not (fully) capable of responding by themselves to an accident. They need special
attention, help and resources.

B Transient population: people in recreation areas, shopping centers, sports facilities
around the installation that could be affected. They are not, generally, aware of the
hazards, nor trained to respond.
12



Figure 4. Hierarchical structure of the Consequences Categories
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Furthermore, three undesired outcome categories for human health have been
identified:

B “possible death effects”: number of people inside the radius that deaths could be
induced. This radius corresponds to the ERPG-3 concentration for toxic release[69],
350 mbar overpressure for explosion[70] and 1500 (TDU, 15 kw/m2 for 40 sec
exposure) for fire radiation[70].

B “possible injuries”: number of people inside the radius that injuries could be induced.
This radius corresponds to the ERPG-2 concentration for toxic release[69], 140 mbar
overpressure for explosion[70] and 450 (TDU, 6 kw/m2 for 40 sec exposure) for fire
radiation[70].

B “possible annoyance”: number of people inside the radius that slight injuries,
annoyance or other slight reversible effect could be induced. This corresponds to the
ERPG-1 concentration for toxic release[69], 140 mbar overpressure for explosion[70]

and 170 (TDU, 3 kw/m2 for 40 sec exposure) for fire radiation[70].

The above requirements for the overpressure and fire radiation exposure radius esti-
mation have been set by the Greek ‘Major Accidents Response Plan’ (SATAME)[70].
ERPG (Emergency Response Planning Guidelines) thresholds are published by AIHA
(American Industrial Hygiene Association)[71], and described in ref.[69].

The combination of the 4 population categories and the 3 effects categories provides
the 12 Consequences Categories related to human health that have been incorporated in the
index, and are shown of the first part (A.1–A.3) of Table 6. For the calculation of the con-
sequences for each category, the user will have to define.

B First, the accident scenarios that will be considered.
B Next, the corresponding exposure radii for each scenario. In order to do that, some

calculation tools will have to be employed. Such tools vary in requirements, precision
13



Table 6. Consequence Categories (CCs), their ‘value ranges’ and their weights

CCs Description Wj CCs Description Wj

A. Consequences to

Human Health

B. Economic Consequences

1. On-site

1. Number of people inside the

‘deaths’ radius

B.1.a a. Damages to machinery,

installations, etc

0,007

A.1.a a. Workers of the

installation

0,024 B.1.b b. Business Interruption 0,02

2. Off-site

A.1.b b. Residents around the

installation

0,046 B.2.a a. Damages to houses, other

installations, etc

0,006

A.1.c c. Special population

categories (schools,

hospitals, jails around the

installation)

0,11 B.2.b

B.2.c

b. Damages to

infrastructure

c. Cost of Environmental

restoration

0,013

0,035

A.1.d d. Transient people (in

recreation, shopping &

sports areas)

0,363 C. Environmental Consequences

1. Pollution

C.1.a a. Soil 0,028

2. Number of people inside the

‘injuries’ radius

C.1.b b. Water (lakes, rivers,

shores, aquifers)

0,113

A.2.a a. Workers of the installation 0,006 2. Damages

A.2.b b. Residents around the

installation

0,012 C.2.a a. Damages to ecosystems,

biotopes, protected areas,

riverbanks, seashores

0,038

C.2.b b. Damages to Cultural

Assets (historical sites,

cemeteries, churches, etc)

0,009

A.2.c c. Special population

categories (schools,

hospitals, jails around the

installation)

A.2.d d. Transient people (in

recreation, shopping &

sports areas)

0,095

3. Number of people inside the

‘annoyance’ radius

A.3.a a. Workers of the installation 0,002

A.3.b b. Residents around the

installation

0,004

A.3.c c. Special population

categories (schools,

hospitals, jails around the

installation)

0,009

A.3.d d. Transient people (in

recreation, shopping &

sports areas)

0,031
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Table 7. The fuzzy classes, their weights and the fuzzy numbers that describe them

Consequences

Class C2 0 C2 1 C2 2 C2 3 C2 4

Description “Zero” “Small” “Increased” “Critical” “Catastrophic”

Fuzzy number, fnk – [0, 0.35,

0, 0.275]

[0.5, 0.65,

0.5, 0.2]

[0.75, 0.85,

0.25, 0.15]

[0.75, 0.95,

1, 1]

Weight, wk 0 0,043 0,1312 0,3458 1

SYMPOSIUM SERIES No. 150 # 2004 IChemE
in calculations, ease of use, etc. A number of software tools have been identified, and
suggested for use, some of them available through the web (such as ALOHA, RMP
Comp, Archie), or used in emergency management in Greece (SATAME[70]). The
user could employ any convenient and available tool, provided it is used uniformly
for all installations under examination, and that its use is appropriate for the purpose.
Many of these figures are actually reported under various legislative schemes (for
example Seveso Safety Reports in Greece and other E.U. countries, or EPA RMP), or
could be calculated from such reported data. Furthermore, the index could be modified
to correspond to such data, should it be used in conjunction with any such scheme.

B Finally, the number of people for each of the 4 population categories within the
3 exposure radii is to be identified.
Economic consequences
Two economic damage sub-groups have been identified: on-site and off-site.

B Onsite damages include: property loss on the installation itself due to fire or explosion
effects, as well as Business Interruption because of stopping of production. Both these
categories are also incorporated in the calculation of the DOW’s Fire and Explosion
Index[6].

B Offsite damage include: Damage of residential and commercial property around the
installation and of neighboring facilities, damages to public infrastructure: power
transmission lines, communication systems, water distribution, transportation and
communication systems, and civil property in general, as well as cost of restoration
of possible environmental damages.

The user of the index, based on his/her experience, after taking into account the
exposure radii calculated by the methods employed, will perform the estimation of the
Economic Consequences and assign the appropriate values.

Environmental consequences
Two Environmental Consequences sub-groups have been identified: Pollution and
Damages.
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B ‘Pollution’ refers to possible pollution of Soil and Water bodies (lakes, rivers, seas,
seashores, aquifers, etc), and

B ‘Damages’ are further distinguished to:

– Damages to ecosystems, biotopes, protected areas, riverbanks, seashores, etc, and
– Damages to Cultural Assets (historical sites, cemeteries, sacred ground,

churches, etc).
The user of the index, based on his/her experience and having in mind the proper-
ties of the sub-stances involved, the conditions of the accidents scenarios and any relevant
information derived from the tools employed in the previous calculations (distances to
endpoints, etc), assigns to each of these four CCs a value that represents the possible
extent of the consequences, either in linguistic form (e.g. “catastrophic”, “small”, etc)
or in a relative scale from 0 to 1.
ASSIGNMENT OF WEIGHTING FACTORS Wj

For each CCj, a Weighting Factor, Wj, is ascribed. For the determination of the Weighting
Factors, Analytic Hierarchy Process is employed, as is has been described above. The
implementation of AHP for the determination of the Weighting Factors, as described
earlier, was based on the Hierarchical structure shown in Diagram 4. For demonstration
purposes, a set of Weighting Factors to the 21 CCs of our model have been assigned
(Table 6).
ASSIGNMENT OF PENALTIES Pij

For each CCj of every ith Facility, a Penalty Factor, Pij, is ascribed. This Penalty Factor
represents the magnitude of the calculated consequences or damages for the jth CC.
The procedure for the determination of the Penalty Factors constitutes of two stages,
outlined as following.

Development of “Utility Function”
The development of the Utility Function for the calculation of the Penalty Factors, Pij,
is based on the procedure already described in the previous section. For all of the 21
CCs, a single utility Function has been developed, in order to make calculations and the
index structure simpler. For the development of the Utility Function, the CCs have been
divided to 4 levels, the Consequences Classes, describing the expected intensity of an acci-
dent: ‘small’, ‘increased’, ‘critical’, ‘catastrophic’. The fuzzy numbers describing each
class have been adopted from Gheorghe et al[75]. These trapezoid fuzzy numbers, fnk,
as well as the weight factors, wk, assigned to each one of these ‘consequences classes’,
are presented in Table 7. These factors represent the relative weight of one class against
each of the others. For the determination of the weights A.H.P. had been employed
again. The weights, the linguistic description of each class, as well as the trapezoid
fuzzy numbers, fnk, that describe them are presented in Table 7.
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Assignment of the ‘absolute damage measure’ Tij for each CCj

The user has to assign an input value Tij, for each CCj. This value represents the
‘absolute measure’ of the expected damage for the specific CC. For example, for the
CC: “number of neighbors within the injuries radius”, the user has to calculate the relevant
radius (toxic concentration based on ERPG-2 for toxic release, or overpressure for
explosion, or radiation for fire). Next, the user determines the number of neighbors
within that radius. For some of the CCs (e.g. those related to human health consequences),
the user will have to use relevant tools for the determination of exposure radii, for other
CCs, (e.g. business interruption, damages to property, ecosystems, etc); the user should
assign values based on his/her own estimation. The use of specific tools in the late
case, where such tools exist, could be too complicated for the calculation of an Index,
and more appropriate for a detailed Safety Report or Environmental Impacts Assessment
study.
CALCULATION OF THE INDEX
The “Consequences Index”, CI, for the ith installation is calculated from the following
equation:

CIi ¼
X

j

Wj � Pij (4)

where, Wj is the Weight Factor of the j Consequence Category, Pij and is the Penalty for
the j Consequence Category for the ith Installation.

For the calculation of the Consequences Index for the i facility, the next steps are
followed:

(i) Assignment of an input value Tij, for each CCj.
(ii) Calculation of the Penalty value, Pij are for each CCj, using the developed Utility

Function.
(iii) Introduction of the Penalty values, Pij, in equation (4), from which the Conse-

quence Index for the ith installation is calculated.

CONCLUSIONS
A new methodology for the development of hazard classification indices was presented in
this paper. The development of the proposed methodology was based on multi-criteria
decision-making, as well as on fuzzy logic. Based on the proposed methodology, two
new indices, the Substance Fire Hazard Index, SFHI, which is focused on the major-
accident hazards of the substances, as the Consequences Index, for the rapid ranking of
Industrial Facilities that use, produce or store hazardous substances have been developed
and was presented. Aim of the proposed indices is the rapid assessment and relative
17
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ranking of fire hazards and risks of chemical substances or materials and the ranking of
facilities based on accident consequences potential.

For the development of the proposed methodology, the issue of hazard classification
was viewed as a multi-criteria decision making problem. Therefore, a multi-criteria
decision-making technique, Analytic Hierarchy Process, has been employed. As it has
already been stated, AHP is capable for dealing with complex problems, involving mul-
tiples criteria of different nature, by analyzing their parameters in a hierarchical
manner. On the other hand, to replace is its inability to deal with problems that cannot
be represented by a strict hierarchical structure, when there are interconnections or inter-
dependencies among parameters or elements of different subgroups of the same or differ-
ent levels, an extension of AHP, the Analytic Network Process — ANP[46], has been
introduced. ANP allows for feedback among different elements to be taken into account
in the ranking of the alternatives. Therefore, the Hierarchical structure is transposed to
a Network structure, resulting in the formation of a ‘Supermatrix’. Nevertheless, the
number of alternatives cannot exceed a threshold (7–9), because of the size of the
‘Supermatrix’ that is formed. This limitation is making ANP not suitable as a basis for
the development of a generic index aiming in the classification or rapid assessment of a
big, or unlimited, number of substances or installations.

Possible applications of the proposed Substance Fire Hazard Index, SFHI, could
include:

† Tool for the rapid assessment of substances, based on their instinctive properties.
† Tool for the relative assessment of substances for the selection of a less hazardous one.
† Support tool for the substitution of a hazardous substance with a less hazardous one.
† Tool for ‘risk communication’ regarding the magnitude of the inherent hazard of a

substance.
† Possible application fields of the “Consequences Index” could include:
† Tool for the assessment of existing installations through their relative ranking, and for

focusing on installations with the bigger disaster potential.
† Tool for the assessment of proposed new installations and for the rapid ranking of

alternative sites.
† Tool for the assessment of progress made at an existing installation on the reduction of

its “consequences potential” (or the opposite).
† Tool for “Risk communication” regarding the magnitude of the potential impacts of an

accident.
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